
needing help is ok
Continued on page 3 

For international students, legal 
factors and limitations come 
into play as they seek the 
compensation and experience 
that accompanies having a job 
at any point of their path at Lynn 
University.

These include but are not limited 
to the need to obtain a Social 
Security number and a minimum/
maximum of work hours per Page 3
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Finding a Job as an International Student

week to participate in the three 
kinds of job opportunities that 
Lynn University provides for 
foreign students: on-campus 
employment, curricular practical 
training (CPT) and optional 
practical training (OPT). 

To break down the three 
types of job possibilities, their 

By Javiera Sarmiento
Staff Writer 

Below: International student ambassadors during 
Lynn Preview Day. Photo/Lynn University Admissions.
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requirements and the general rules of 
working as an international student, iPulse 
spoke with members of Lynn’s International 
Student Services team and members of the 
Career and Alumni Connection Center.
 
“The U.S. government takes working illegally 
very seriously. Suppose a student engages 
in paid or unpaid employment without prior 
work authorization. In that case, their SEVIS 
record could be terminated, and the student 
may have to depart the U.S. and may not be 
allowed to return in the future,” said Assistant 
Director for International Programs and 
Services Morayma James. 

That information about engaging in illegal 
work should be the first aspect to keep in 
mind when considering a job. No amount 
of money or benefits is worth risking an F-1 
Visa, the status given to academic students. 

International students must know that 
instead of looking to be employed on their 
own, Lynn’s job-focused website www.lynn.
edu/studentjobs is the easiest and safest 
way to apply for a work position.
 
“CPT is employment designed to provide 
eligible students with an opportunity 
to gain actual employment experience 
via internships, and it isn’t primarily 

1.   Finding a Job as an  
      International Student

By Javiera Sarmiento

intended as a way to support yourself 
financially. On the other hand, OPT is a 
12-month off-campus work authorization 
usually employed by international students 
after graduation, in relation to their field of 
study,” said Internship and Employment 
Coordinator Samantha Gallo. 

She continued, “On-campus employment 
allows for a job in any on-campus 
department, keeping in mind that 
opportunities are limited for international 
students on an F-1 Visa because most of the 
on-campus jobs are Federal Work-Study.”

To be eligible for CPT, the student must have 
a full-time enrollment record of at least one 
year, the selected internship must be directly 
related to their career and prior approval from 
International Services is required. 

In the case of OPT employment, the student 
has to apply during their final academic 
term and work a minimum of 21 hours a 
week. Prior approval from U.S. Citizenship 
and Immigration Services is needed, 
which usually takes around 90 days to be 
approved. 

Finally, for on-campus jobs, the maximum 
number of hours permitted to work per week 
during the fall and spring semesters is 20, 
the on-campus department the student 
would work in does not necessarily have to 
be related to their field of study and prior 
approval from International Student Services 
is not mandatory. 

“There certainly are some limitations at 
the time of looking for a job while being an 
international student, but if you really take 
the time to look at all the process, it isn’t as 
complicated as it seems. Lynn really does 
make it easier for one,” said International 
Student Ambassador Daniela Rueda.  

Rueda is an example of how getting a job 
as an international student is possible. It all 
comes down to how determined the student 
is and how efficiently they use the tools Lynn 
University provides. 

For more information on regulations or 
how to apply for a job, visit the offices of 
International Programs and Services and 
Career and Alumni Connections, both 
located on the second floor of Christine E. 
Lynn University Center.
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these programs are not free, they are offered 
at more reasonable prices than the average 
therapist would charge clients without 
insurance. 

Another method, which many licensed 
professionals are beginning to offer to make 
mental health care more accessible, is called 
the sliding scale. The term means you pay 
what you are able to afford at the time. This 
option is excellent for low-income families 
and college students on tight budgets. 

Additionally, Lynn’s Counseling Center is 
more than happy to provide students with 
a list of recommended psychologists in the 
area in varying price ranges. 

However, if none of these options seem 
feasible for you, do not worry. When you 
head home for the summer, therapy can be 
done through insurance in your hometown. 
The practices learned in these therapy 
sessions can be used throughout the year 
and will help you learn how to cope on your 
own!

“Before I left the Dominican Republic, [my 
therapist] told me to apply all the exercises 
we learned into my day-to-day life,” 
said Gretchen Lembcke-Pena, a junior. 
“Whenever you find something that makes 
you anxious, write it down with how you’re 
feeling, and as you’re writing, you will begin 
figuring it out.”

With Lynn University’s sizable international 
student population, it is essential to help 
everyone realize that change can be scary 
and there is no shame in seeking guidance. 

“Changing countries is something that 
only if you have experienced [it], you can 
understand,” said Durado. “You have none of 
your family around you.”

The world is changing faster than ever, and it 
is understandable to need help handling it all. 
There are resources out there for everyone.

It is OK to not be OK. 
You can contact Lynn University’s Counseling 
Services at (561) 237-7237.
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College is one of 
the most significant 
changes in the lives of 
students. It is beyond 
liberating to gain the 
freedom to blossom 
into your own self, 
but resources to help 
students succeed 
may not be equally 
accessible to all. 

Life in college changes so rapidly, it can 
easily overwhelm students and create stress. 
Sometimes, students need to let all of that 
out, and the best sounding board for those 
frustrations and anxieties is an unbiased 
professional who can guide them on the right 
track.

The word therapy may be daunting to many, 
and specifically so to international students, 
as many countries are not as open about 
mental health struggles as others.

“My mom really struggled with having 
someone take care of my mental health,” 
said Duda Durado, a sophomore from Brazil. 
“She didn’t believe in that.”

Fortunately, the U.S. has become much 
more accepting of mental healthcare over 

Needing Help Is OK

By Gabi Drobot
Assistant Editor

the past few years, especially in the wake 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. In some cases, 
insurance companies are beginning to cover 
the costs of these specialized visits. Still, this 
luxury is usually not an option for out-of-state 
or international students. 

Fortunately, resources are increasingly more 
accessible, and finding someone to speak to 
is as easy as a click of a button. 

Right here on campus, Lynn University 
offers  an incredible Counseling Center 
that is free to students. Although it is not 
advertised as much as it could be, Lynn’s 
Counseling Center is an easily accessible on-
campus option. The staff is welcoming and 
professional, and scheduling is as easy as 
making a phone call. Students are eligible for 
eight sessions per semester.

If the in-person nature of the Counseling 
Center is unnerving, virtual therapy with a 
licensed psychologist is a readily-available 
option in 2023. Online therapy has become 
significantly more popular since the 
pandemic, and therapists offer their services 
to clients with or without insurance.

Some companies that offer virtual therapy 
and do not require insurance are Youper, 
BetterHelp, Cerebral and Talkspace. While 

How to Navigate Therapy as an Out-of-State or International College Student

Above: Lynn students taking a break and chatting on campus. Photo/Lynn University.
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Recently, romance 
author Susan 
Meachen — author of 
14 books — returned 
to her fanbase’s 
Facebook group to 
announce that she 
was alive after her 
alleged daughter 
claimed she had 
passed two years 
prior.

In the fall of 2020, Meachen’s alleged 
daughter posted on her Facebook group that 
her mother had passed due to mental health 
struggles and online hate, leading many to 
think she had taken her own life. During that 
time, Meachen’s fans grieved her passing, 
so much so that they donated to fundraisers 
and book auctions in her honor.

“Sorry, I thought people knew my mom 
passed away,” said Meachen’s daughter in 
the Facebook group. “Dead people don’t 
post on social media.”

In the years following her passing, the 
Facebook group remained mostly silent, with 
the occasional “Rest in Peace” message. 
However, on Jan. 3, Meachen revealed she 
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The Art of Pseudocide

By Gretchen
Lembcke-Pena
Editor-in-Chief

was alive and well and had been managing 
the Facebook group under a pseudonym, TN 
Steele. Fans and friends alike were shocked 
and angered by the news, having felt 
deceived by someone they admired.

“Within the hour, I was horrified, stunned, 
livid, and felt like I’d been kicked in the gut 
and chest at the same time,” said fellow 
author and friend Samantha A. Cole.

Meachen explained to Cole her struggles with 
mental health and how she was admitted to 
a mental hospital to work on herself. Later, 
Cole went to Facebook to expose Meachen’s 
alleged history of creating GoFundMe pages 
for supposed medical expenses that were 
not needed. For some of the fundraisers, 
Cole claimed Meachen had done a kidney 
transplant, paid for medical issues her 
husband suffered from and more.

“I believe that she should be seen as a 
delinquent,” said Ioan Constantin, a Lynn 
junior. “The fact that someone can do 
something like this is insane.”

Since her return, Meachen has done a couple 
of interviews, including one with The New 
York Times, but she has yet to speak about 
anything that is not already known. 

Romance Author Susan Meachen Returns After Two Years of Supposed Death

Above: Susan Meachen and her husband. Photo/The New York Times.

Above: Susan Meachen posing for the camera. 
Photo/The New York Times.

Above: Susan Meachen’s book, “His Wicked Way.” Photo/Amazon.
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“Because his album was the biggest time in 
2022, it was listened to all over the world.”

The Latin community could feel its 
representation, which the Grammys 
have lacked for years, as Bad Bunny’s 
performance and nomination came to 
represent the presence of the Latino culture. 
The song choice for the opening act was 
non-conforming as the Grammys presented 
“SPEAKING NON-ENGLISH/SINGING IN 
NON-ENGLISH” captions to viewers at 
home. 

This act of representation is what the Latin 
community has been waiting for. Allowing 
space for Latin artists and culture to be 
shown to the world in an award show made 
the community proud. 

“I think Latin representation is very important, 
especially in something like the Grammys,” 
said Gomez. “The Grammys tends to be all 
about English-speaking artists and outcast 
the Latin artists, and his performance shows 
we are present not only in the music industry 
but everywhere.”

Throughout the years, Latin representation 
has been snubbed from the Western market 
and only seen as a trend in the music 
industry. However, the Latin market was 

Bad Bunny brought 
sazón to the 
Grammys on Feb. 5 
as he performed the 
opening act, leaving 
fans proud of the 
Latin representation.

The performer did not 
win Album of the Year. 
However, he became 
the first Latin artist nominated for the award 
when his all-Spanish-language album was 
recognized. 

He did not leave empty-handed, though. 
Bad Bunny took home Best Música Urbana 
Album for “Un Verano Sin Tí” and kicked off 
the Grammys with two of his most popular 
songs from his current album. 

Singing in Spanish, Bad Bunny brought 
Puerto Rican- and Dominican-infused 
sounds to the performance, representing not 
only the Latin fans and community but also 
bringing tribute to Puerto Rican legends like 
reggaeton pioneer Tego Calderón, baseball 
legend Roberto Clemente and poet Julia de 
Burgos with life-size bobbleheads. 

“I think he should have won Album of the 
Year,” said Lynn student Guadalupe Gomez. 

Viva Latinoamerica!

By Kayla Jovel
Staff Writer

Bad Bunny’s Opening Act at the Grammys 

Above: Bad Bunny along with his dancers performing the opening act at the Grammys. Photo/The Grammys

able to break the barrier and have artists 
sell out stadiums. Bad Bunny in particular 
has been able to break many barriers, from 
a machismo mentality to showing out for all 
Latinos in all he does, always remembering 
the culture.

“I feel like Bad Bunny has helped the Latin 
community be known to other nationalities,” 
said student Chelsea Gonzalez. “Because 
of his music, people have started to not only 
sing and speak in Spanish but also learn 
about the Latin community.”

Although “Un Verano Sin Ti” was the biggest 
album in 2022, Bad Bunny broke many 
records, including the highest-grossing 
tour for his “World’s Hottest Tour.” He even 
became the most-streamed album globally, 
according to Spotify. Bad Bunny continues to 
create music for the culture and his people. 

As he gave his Grammy acceptance speech 
in both English and Spanish, Bad Buny 
dedicated the award to Puerto Rico saying, 
“la cuna y la capital del reggaeton en el 
mundo entero.” 

Above: Bad Bunny accepting his Grammy award, with closed caption 
stating “SPEAKING NON-ENGLISH” shown in both his speech and 
during his opening act. Photo/CBS.
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The city of Cleveland, 
Ohio, is definitely a 
place you want to 
visit. With its large 
array of activities and 
magnificent sights, 
you can never be 
bored!

Just a two-hour flight 
northwest of Lynn 
University, Cleveland is situated at the very 
top of Ohio along Lake Erie in the U.S. 
Midwest. With nearly 368,000 residents, it 
ranks 54th in population, just behind New 
Orleans.

People often travel to Cleveland because the 
city has a lot to offer. If you are a rock and 
roll enthusiast, you could simply spend a full 
day visiting the six floors at the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame, which features a film called the 
“Power of Rock” that makes viewers feel like 
they are in the center of a concert. It is worth 
going just to see the “Power of Rock” film, 
itself. 

In addition, Cleveland has an art museum, 
its renowned West Side Market and a zoo. 
Situated next to the Rock and Roll Hall of 
Fame, the Great Lakes Science Center is 
also a fun place to visit. 

Also near the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, 
visitors can enjoy boat tour of Lake Erie with  
different options offered, including a cocktail 
cruise, a sightseeing cruise, a dinner cruise 
and a morning cruise. 

Travel to the Max
This Week’s Place: Cleveland, Ohio

By Max Lederer
Staff Writer

“The lakeside Rock and Roll Hall of Fame 
has been a favorite for tourists and locals 
since it opened in 1995, and anyone 
would be remiss not to visit the triangular 
museum’s collection of colorful guitars and 
gold records,” said Conde N’ast Travel. 
“The starker, more modern Museum of 
Contemporary Art, with its all-glass façade 
and pointed roof, features collections by 
newer artists, such as musician Mark 
Mothersbaugh.” 

For thrill seekers, Cleveland is a one-hour 
drive to one of the most famous amusement 
parks in the U.S.: Cedar Point. Cedar Point 
has the most roller coasters than any other 
amusement park in the country. It also has a 

Above: Sign of Cleveland. Photo/Wikipedia.

wide assortment of rides so everyone will find 
something they enjoy.

“Cleveland is a former manufacturing capital 
turned bustling culinary and arts hub,” said 
Travel and Leisure Magazine. “Not only is 
it affordable, but also there are plenty of 
fun things to do in Cleveland. World-class 
dining, craft beer, arts, and culture — it’s 
all here, and for a fraction of the cost you’d 
find in bigger cities like New York City or San 
Francisco.”

Cleveland has a wide variety of things to 
do for everyone. It is worth a day trip or 
weekend getaway that everyone must do at 
some point in their lifetime.

Above: Ariel view of Cleveland. Photo/CNN. Above: Cleveland during the nighttime. Photo/Conde Nest Traveler.
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On Jan. 23, 2023, 
singer Doja Cat 
attended the 
Schiaparelli Haute 
Couture Spring 
Summer 2023 show 
in Paris and stunned 
everyone with her 
head-to-toe red 
makeup and crystal-
studded outfit.

Doja Cat’s outfit consisted of a crimson 
beaded gown paired with red boots and 
statement earrings. The most eye-catching 
detail was her skin, which was painted red 
and covered with over 30,000 Swarovski 
crystals.

“The outfit definitely served its purpose 
because it caught my attention,” said Mya 
Evans, a Lynn University student. “After 
hearing how many pieces were placed on the 

Covered in Crystals
Doja Cat Stuns at Schiaparelli Show

By Onielia Wilson
Copy Editor

dress, I was shocked. The artists really took 
their time making the piece.”

The look was brought to life by makeup artist 
Pat McGrath and her team. They layered 
Doja Cat’s body with a foundation of face 
paint, body paint and glitter before hand-
placing each crystal. The process of applying 
the crystals alone took almost five hours.

“It was not only a revolutionary outfit for the 
fashion industry, but it also represented Doja 
Cat’s alternative style,” said Clo Soullier, a 
Lynn student.

Doja Cat is well-known for embracing bold 
and unconventional fashion, similar to the 
concept Schiaparelli displayed throughout 
the show. Dante Alighieri’s “Inferno” 
inspired this year’s show. Doja Cat’s outfit 
was inspired by the poem “Canto I” from 
“Inferno,” which details a journey through 
hell.

Models also showcased unique 
interpretations on the catwalk with metallic-
painted faces and animal heads made 
from foam. The foam animal heads were 
a leopard, a she-wolf, and a lion and were 
interpreted as the three beasts from “Inferno” 
by the creative director, Daniel Roseberry.

Kylie Jenner, another celebrity in attendance, 
wore the faux lion head. Doja Cat and 
Jenner’s outfits extended the catwalk as they 
embodied the theme while sitting in front row.  

“I enjoy seeing celebrities match the theme 
of the fashion shows they attend. It is even 
better when they work alongside the show’s 
designers because it makes the ideas even 
more impactful,” said Lee Johnson, a Lynn 
student.  

Doja Cat has set the stage for fashion 
statements this year, and many are already 
awaiting her next shocking style moment.

Above: Doja Cat arriving at Schiaparelli Couture show. Photo/M. 
Piasecki.

Above: Kylie Jenner wearing a faux lion head at Schiaparelli 
Couture show. Photo/Getty Images.

Above: : Doja Cat getting her body painted for the Schiaparelli 
Couture show. Photo/PatMcGrathLabs.
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On January 24, 
famous beauty 
influencer Mikayla 
Nogueira posted 
a paid ad for the 
L’Oréal Telescopic 
Lift Mascara. Fans 
were quick to call out 
that she was clearly 
wearing false lashes on 
top of the mascara.

In a comment asking if the TikTok star had 
applied falsies, Nogueira replied with, “nooo 
just three/four coats and my tight liner,” 
although it was obvious she had applied a 
lash as well. 

Although it may not seem like a big deal, 
as an influencer, Nogueira’s fans trust 
her opinion when buying new makeup 
products. Many claimed that this offense 
made them unable to trust her with product 
recommendations going forward. 

The situation became even more intense 
once other TikTok beauty influencers began 
making videos about the mascara to honestly 
demonstrate how it looks without a lash. One 
such beauty guru is Jeffree Star.

“I will be reviewing makeup again starting 
next week,” said Star in a TikTok uploaded 
the day after Nogueira’s. “A lot of foundations 

Mascara Gate: The Latest 
Beauty Controversy
TikTok Beauty Influencer Mikayla Nogueira Is Under Fire 
Yet Again, This Time for False Advertising

By Sydney Burke
Social Media Editor

and mascaras, and certain things I hear may 
be fraudulent.”

Many beauty lovers were excited to see 
that Star had returned to social media and 
aer looking forward to his signature brutally 
honest reviews. Star has had very little social 
media presence since being accused of 
racism and sexual assault back in 2020. 
However, it seems as though many makeup 
lovers have forgotten Star’s problematic past 
since the comments section was filled with 
people praising him for his honesty.

Following the mascara controversy, Nogueira 
took a five-day break from posting on her 
TikTok account. On Feb. 1, she posted a 
Valentine’s Day makeup tutorial but has not 
yet addressed the L’Oréal mascara scandal.

Above: Jeffree Star reviewing the Loreal Telescopic Mascara. Photo/Jeffree Star.

Above: The Loreal Telescopic Mascara. Photo/L’Oreal.



Make The Most Out 
of Your Money

Continued on page 3 

On Feb. 24, Lynn hosted its 
annual Fashion Showcase at the 
Eugene M. & Christine E. Lynn 
Library, which featured a full 
house of designers, stylists and 
Miami Dade College students 
who showcased their designs.

This year’s theme for the 
showcase was The Evolution 
of Expression, showcasing 
various designs from different Page 3
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Lynn Fashion Show Ends In Wild Success

Strut Your Stuff

perspectives within the fashion 
industry. The event started around 
6 p.m. with cocktail hour, followed 
by the show around 7 p.m. 

This year’s showcase 
was exclusive, as it was a 
collaboration between Lynn 
University and Miami Dade 
College fashion design students. 

By Romanshika
Singh
Contributing Writer

Below: Lynn student walking down the runway during the 
2023 Lynn Fashion Showcase. Photo/Lynn University.

By Gretchen 
Lembcke-Pena 
Editor-in-Chief
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“My highlight of the event was to model for 
Tasha Jean,” said Sophia Scharffenorth, a 
graphic design student at Lynn University.

The show started with Lynn alumna E’Naiyah 
Frazier, who shared a deep love for denim. 
Her bleached, ripped denim designs were 
outstanding to the crowd as they gazed 
at the models on the runway. Frazier later 
walked the stage when her section of the 
show was over, receiving a standing ovation 
from the spectators.

“E’Naiyah’s pieces are denim couture, and 
they are extravagant,” said Isabella Norris, a 
stylist and sophomore. “Seeing her designs 
will be a wild moment for the audience.”

The showcase continued with designs from 
Miami Dade fashion design student Bianca 
Camargo, whose pieces where inspired by 
Charles James and Rei Kawakubo. Having 
various garments and one-of-a-kind outfits 
for evening events, Camagrgo excels at 
construction and pattern making and has a 
high attention to detail and quality.

“In high school, I did theatre and dance, so 
that’s actually how I got into fashion,” said 
Camargo, a designer and sophomore. “I 
want to do costume design, so I just love 
being backstage and helping.”

To contrast Camargo’s designs, Kaymarie 
Daniel displayed her tropical designs in the 
runway. Having grown up in St. Vincent and 
the Grenadines, Daniel is inspired by her 
culture. From long, lightweight sundresses to 
brightly colored swimwear, her designs had it 
all for a sunny day. 

“I feel like everyone’s bonded with what they 
are destined to be,” said Daniel, a designer 
and first-year student at Miami Dade College. 

1.   strut your stuff

By Romanshika Singh and
Gretchen Lembcke-Pena

“Since I was a child, I always knew that I 
was meant to be a fashion designer. I went 
to school for a different reason; I have a 
business degree, but it always goes back to 
fashion.”

The most avant-garde of the three students 
was Rose Tasha Jean-Noël, who thrives 
on going the extra mile with all of her work. 
Various shapes, colors and rhinestones 
encompassed each model’s features, giving 
them a fierce and confident look. 

“I’m a rebel to fashion,” said Jean-Noël, a 
Miami Dade graduate student and designer. 
“I do believe in re-fashioning. I believe that 
fashion is actually a movement. It’s a wear 
type of thing, it’s a who’s doing it, where is it 
happening. I’m very rebellious to it, but I do 
follow the construction of it.”

The show continued with designs from 
Rayane Alami, Jailene Herrera, Stephanie 
Farah, Boca Raton Bridal, Sara Mique 
and Lynn professor Dr. Ellen Stern, who 
showcased her high-quality handbags. 

The night concluded with a standing ovation 
from the crowd as all the models walked the 
stage with their respective designers shining 
in the spotlight.

5.  Local vs. Global

By Javiera Sarmiento

Lynn Fashion Show Ends In 
Wild Success

The True Meaning Behind 
Seasonal Depression

How Meal Prepping Saves 
Time, Money & Effort
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BookTok Users into Rampage
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By Kayla Jovel
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Everyone Shout Hooray for 
Cabana El Rey!

Above: Model applauds Rose Tasha Jean-Noël as they walk the 
stage. Photo/Gretchen Lembcke-Pena.

Above: Men’s beachwear by Kaymarie Daniel. Photo/Gretchen 
Lembcke-Pena.
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By Onielia Wilson
Stella Jean Takes a Stand

8.  Career Fair Week Is  
     Around The Corner

A list of Career Fair Week events. 
University Career and Alumni 
Connections. 
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For those who live in 
the northern part of 
the world, it is almost 
certain that you 
have heard the term 
seasonal depression. 

Seasonal depression 
tends to manifest itself 
around the month of 
November and can last 
throughout the winter months when days are 
shorter and the weather is colder. 

With Lynn University located in the warmth 
of sunny South Florida, some might think 
seasonal depression does not exist. However, 
that is not the case.

Contrary to popular belief, seasonal 
depression, medically referred to as seasonal 
affective disorder, or SAD, does exist in Florida 
and can affect people anywhere in the world. 

The mood disorder occurs at the same time 
each year, with symptoms ranging from 

Working Through the Gloom

By Gabi Drobot
Assistant Editor

fatigue and hopelessness to social withdrawal 
and depression. 

Although we are used to associating this 
condition with locals that have colder weather, 
gloomy skies and fewer hours of daylight, it 
also occurs in areas with abundant sunshine 
and warmer average temperatures. 

“I think [SAD] exists here, but not in the same 
way it does in the north,” said Maya Jones, 
a sophomore. “Especially with the holiday 
season, I feel like it can still be triggered for 
some people.”

The holiday season is when daylight is the 
shortest, which contributes to increasing SAD. 

Luckily, the closer to the equator you reside, 
the less common SAD is. However, it can still 
affect people in those climes. Although Florida 
is the Sunshine State, its above-average 
rainfall can contribute to SAD. 

Yet for some Lynn students from colder 
regions and prior experiences with SAD, South 
Florida has been the cure to SAD.

“I went to high school in New Hampshire, and 
when the winter months would come, it was 
awful,” said Shane Streibal, a sophomore. 
“Kids would dread going outside to see the 
bare trees and grey sky; everything felt dull. It 
is much better for me here in Florida.”

However, for Florida natives, this may not be 
the case. 

Having nearly year-round consistent weather 
patterns can also contribute to SAD, with 
a constant longing for change. When that 
change does not come as it may in other 
regions, the average day can seem quite 
repetitive.

The bottom line: Every individual is affected 
differently by factors and changes in weather 
and climate . SAD is just one example of 
how one’s mental health is delicate and 
should always be taken care of. On-campus 
resources, including Lynn’s Counseling 
Services, are always available to Lynn students 
and can be easily reached at (561)-237-7237. 

The True Meaning Behind Seasonal Depression

Above: Storms filling the sky above South Florida. Photo/ G. Drobot.

To save time, 
money and effort, 
college students 
at Lynn University 
have found 
themselves meal 
prepping weekly 
dishes. 

Meal prepping is 
most commonly 
known as a way for gym pros and 
college students on a budget to save 
money and time on their weekly eats. 
It has recently become a broader trend 
sweeping the nation with creative dishes, 
endless ideas and extreme money-
saving opportunities. 

Grocery stores like Aldi and Walmart 
provide inexpensive options for college 
students to shop without fear of breaking 
the bank for a meal. By meal prepping, 
students can create an endless array of 
breakfasts, lunches and dinners without 
spending more than $50 on groceries. 

“I love doing my shopping at Aldi. They 
have a great selection of meats, spices 
and vegetables for a great price,” said 
Ethan Yorio, a senior. “For my last meal 
prep, I spent only $42 for five days’ 
worth of meals.” 

Meal prepping allows students to remain 
health-conscious without stressing over 
what they eat for breakfast, lunch or 
dinner. This frees up time they would not 
have if they had to scramble to decide 
what to eat for each meal every day. 
By saving this time — and money — 
students can be more productive and 
have the freedom to budget expenses 
that are important to them. 

Make The Most 
Out of Your 
Money
How Meal Prepping Saves 
Time, Money & Effort

By Delaney Gould 
Staff Writer

Continued ...



GQ recently 
published an article 
by former BookTuber 
Barry Pierce 
criticizing BookTok. 
Members of the book 
community were not 
pleased.

Book Tiktok, also 
known as BookTok, 
is a community of readers on TikTok who 
upload content like book recommendations, 
reading vlogs, book tours, news in the book 
publishing industry and more. 

The community has been gaining a lot of 
traction lately, with videos getting up to 
14 million views. Due to its popularity, it 
is no surprise that an article criticizing the 
community would also gain popularity.

“It became my latest obsession in much the 
same way that one might become obsessed 
with sticking your tongue in plug sockets,” 
said Pierce. “It was like entering a parallel 
universe where reading wasn’t just something 
that someone did for fun; it was a lifestyle, an 
aesthetic, people were ‘readers’ like Lorraine 
Kelly is ‘Lorraine Kelly.’”

Pierce goes on to explain the 
commercialization of books via TikTok, 
the abuse of sticky tabs in books, people 
expressing how they own hundreds of 
unread books and people caring more about 
the aesthetic of their bookshelves than 
actually bothering to read them. 

Pierce labels BookTok as a shallow place 
characterized by consumerism and the 
aesthetic of being a reader rather than 
investing time into reading. The community 
claims his statements are in black and white 
rather than allowing room for nuance.

“While yes, books are meant to be read, 
they can also be collected, displayed, and 
loved in a variety of ways,” said BookToker @
kevintnorman. “But what this article fails to 
mention is how powerful this community is 
because it’s raised the voices of marginalized 
authors, it’s saved bookstores and because 
of BookTok, we have proven to publishers 
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To Read or Not to Read?

By Gretchen
Lembcke-Pena
Editor-in-Chief

that diverse stories are wanted and now 
more and more are being published.”

Pierce claims he left BookTube, also known 
as Book Youtube, because the community 
has “become overrun with commercialism.” 
He goes on to say how several BookTubers 
became “pawns in the hands of publishing 
houses,” and how the act of reading became 
the aesthetic of being a reader. 

Journalist and BookToker Elena, also known 
as @loislanea, criticized the content and 
structure of the article.

“First of all, this is not labeled as an opinion 
piece, which it should be, because there is 
no factual data referenced in this piece,” said 
Elena. “The only data that he uses is his own 
For You page on TikTok, which is dictated by 
each user.”

On Feb. 15, Pierce responded on Twitter.

“The defensiveness of BookTok has been 
really fascinating. Why are they all so quick to 
pounce? Why do they feel they have to justify 
what they’re ‘really’ reading?” said Pierce. 
“I think after two weeks of watching all this 
happen, basically reading and watching 
every response that my piece has had, I can 
surmise one major thing about BookTok — 
they are all huge virgins.”

Despite his response, the criticism continues, 
and it seems BookTokers have no plans to 
stop anytime soon.

Controversial GQ Article Sends BookTok Users into Rampage

Continued from page 3 ...

Above: Adding finishing touches to a weekly meal prep. 
Photo/D. Gould. 

“It really helps me save money,” said 
Danielle Farinas, a senior. “I can grab a 
meal from the fridge instead of going out 
and buying a meal. It makes me feel very 
organized also.” 

However, there are some downsides 
to this meal preparation, as eating the 
same dish for a week straight can be 
unappealing to some students. 

“I tried meal prepping for a week but 
ended up getting sick of the food 
very quickly,” said Bridget Beacom, a 
sophomore. “I need something different 
every night for dinner. Eating the same 
thing every night gets boring very 
quickly.”

When considering both the pros and 
cons of meal prepping, it cannot be 
denied that saving money is always a top 
priority for college students. Planning, 
preparing and enjoying thought-out 
meals every day will help you save 
money that you never knew was 
possible. Above: Author of the article, Barry Pierce. Photo/Barry Pierce.
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Lynn differs depending on where that person 
is from. In most places in Latin America, 
individuals are used to saying hello and 
goodbye to someone by kissing them on the 
cheek, which is precisely what Latin students 
at Lynn do with each other. 

Europeans give one kiss on each cheek 
instead of just one kiss. On the other 
hand, American students sometimes get 
uncomfortable with such an action as they do 
not see the necessity of making an extra effort 
apart from a verbal greeting or goodbye. 

Weather 
The climate in Boca Raton — and Florida 
in general — is a factor that affects both 
domestic and international students at Lynn. 

“Coming from Boston, it was tough to get 
used to the weather at first, especially during 
August. But then there are also some days 
when the weather gets confusing, and it’s just 
pure rain and thunder,” said a domestic junior 
student who would like to remain anonymous. 

Regardless of whether or not a student is from 
the U.S., people who are not from Florida 
and come from a place where four distinct 
seasons exist are most likely to find it harder 
to adapt to the Sunshine State’s heat and 
humidity.

Party scene 
“American and Latin parties are extremely 
different, from the music to the way of 
dancing. They are both fun, but I definitely 
miss Latin parties. They are just out of this 
world,” said Patricio Lastra, a sophomore 
Mexican-American student. 

Parties and pre-games at Lynn usually start 
around 11 p.m., while in Latin America, 
people are not even getting ready for the 
party at that time. Moreover, partying around 
the Boca Raton area, in most cases, means 
exclusively getting to listen to American music 
without even giving Latin students a chance 
to listen to Daddy Yankee’s iconic song 
“Gasolina.” 

Food shock 
Although Lynn Dining does an excellent job at 
providing students with a great variety of food, 

Differences between 
how domestic and 
international students 
experience their paths 
at Lynn University are 
noticeable as cultural 
factors and customs 
play significant roles.

For generations, movies, 
television shows and 
books have portrayed the American college 
experience with a very particular stereotype. 
The cliques, party scenes, the amount of 
freedom and even the cafeterias are supposed 
to have everything based on the American 
perspective. 

But it is time to hear what it looks like to 
an international student. To unpack the 
American university cliche, iPulse spoke with 
students from Lynn University. From least to 
most relevant, here are the top five cultural 
shocks experienced based on European, 
Latin American, dual nationality and American 
points of view.

Clothing style
Lynn University is full of students with different 
styles. Some like to dress comfortably and 
others rather look athletic. Some dress like 
they are about to attend the most important 
meeting of their lives, and some simply 
wear pajamas to class. The most noticeable 
contrasts are between those who dress up 
and those who dress down.

“For my first official class at Lynn, I spent 
hours looking for an outfit, and then when I 
got to the classroom, I was the only one not 
wearing sweatpants and a hoodie. Everyone 
looked weirded out by me,” said Marc Cano, a 
sophomore from Spain. 

In regard to how most people from Europe 
and Latin America dress, they are used to 
wearing more formal attire, including blouses, 
pants and polo shirts rather than sweatshirts, 
hoodies and flip flops, which are trendy 
clothing items among American students at 
Lynn.

Manners 
How people greet and treat each other at 

Local vs. Global

By Javiera Sarmiento
Staff Writer

The Contrasts Between Domestic & International Students

it is undeniable that for some international 
students, seeing pizza and hamburgers 
available for breakfast, lunch and dinner is 
definitely a shock. 

Indeed, everyone has the right to eat 
whatever they want whenever they want, 
but for students who did not grow up eating 
a hot dog and drinking milk at 10 p.m. like 
most Americans, there is a lack of options. 
Europeans and Latinos are used to more 
straightforward and natural alternatives like 
grains, vegetables, salads, rice, etc., which 
are options that cannot be found 24/7 on 
campus. 

As a result, as much as the ice cream 
machine and the unlimited cookies seem 
fantastic during freshman year, foreign 
students are most likely to feel desperate from 
time to time for food that feels homecooked 
and less generic. 

According to Lynn students, these are just 
some of the most popular issues in which 
international students’ views differ from 
domestic ones. Always remember that 
different opinions are not wrong but a way to 
grow by learning from one another.

Above: International students enjoy doing homework by the Circle of 
Flags. Photo/Lynn University.
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On Feb. 1, Beyoncé 
took to Instagram 
to announce her 
2023 Renaissance 
Tour days before her 
Grammy success. 
Her tour is expected 
to kick off in May in 
Europe.

Beyoncé fans have 
unexpectedly gotten a lot of content from 
Queen B, from an exclusive performance 
in Dubai at the New Atlantis the Royal in 
January, to announcing the Renaissance 
World Tour days before she became the 
all-time most-awarded artist at the Grammy 
Awards. 

The return marks the artist’s first tour since 
the Formation World Tour in 2016.

“I love her new album Renaissance,” said 
Alison Soto. “Once I heard she’s going on 
tour, you already know I was going to buy my 
ticket to see her perform.”

The Renaissance Tour announced dates 
for show in North America starting in July 
through September. Tickets are now open 
for presale, where fans have the opportunity 
to receive an access code to use for tickets 
through three different groups of verified fan 
sales through Ticketmaster, Verizon and Citi.

Fans were also able to get registered 
through a lottery-style process where they 
will be placed into groups. The tickets will be 
available on a first-come, first-serve basis. 

Queen Bey is Back and Better Than Ever
Everything Fans Need to Know About Beyoncé’s Renaissance World Tour

By Kayla Jovel
Staff Writer 

Ticketmaster has warned fans that due to high 
demand, it is likely they might leave the queue 
without a ticket as “demand has exceeded 
available tickets by more than 800%.”

“I was lucky to get into the presale,” said 
Soto. “The process wasn’t so bad, I honestly 
thought I wasn’t going to be able to get 
tickets, especially since Ticketmaster has 
been scamming people with their tickets and 
those high prices.”

Another issue is that pricing is not yet clear. 
Some fans have been able to purchase tickets 

Above: Beyoncé performing at a concert in 2014. Photo/AP Photo.

for $300 each but some tickets have reached 
into the thousands, leaving uncertainty in what 
to expect once in the queue.

“I keep seeing TikToks of people buying their 
tickets and spending a lot of money on them. 
I saw one girl say she spent $6,000,” said 
Diana Garcia. “I think I might just stay home 
for spring break. I need to save money for 
tickets and for the merch Beyoncé is going to 
sell.”

Beyoncé has put her fans to work to be 
able to secure once-in-a-lifetime tickets to 
experience Queen Bey perform, leaving fans 
to rethink any upcoming spring break or 
summer plans in order to be able to afford 
tickets. 

Fans can expect new show dates as Beyoncé 
has announced new additions to some cities 
due to high demand. If you have not been 
able to secure a ticket yet, there is a chance 
more dates will be added to your city. 

The Renaissance World Tour is the most 
awaited tour of this summer and fans can 
expect Beyoncé to bring her all just as fans 
are giving their all to secure tickets.

Above: Beyoncé performing in Dubai to open the New Atlantis the 
Royal Resort in January. Photo/Vulture.

Above: TikTok creator Jessica explains how much she spent securing 
Beyoncé Renaissance Tour tickets. Photo/jessforfunn.
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Less than 15 minutes 
from Lynn’s campus 
lies one of the hottest 
places in South Florida. 
At the heart of Delray 
Beach along Atlantic 
Avenue, Cabana El 
Rey is a restaurant 
specializing in Cuban 
cuisine near the beach. 

Delray’s Take on Latin Flavor 
Everyone Shout Hooray for Cabana El Rey!

By Xamantha Del Valle 
Staff Writer

The minute you walk through the doors, 
you are immediately met with sights and 
smells of incredible cuisine, good music and 
quality service. The establishment is set up 
to create a very intimate atmosphere, with 
music playing softly in the background. This 
environment allows for a fun time with friends 
or a partner.

“This is one of my favorite places to come 
with my boyfriend,” said local Luisa Diaz. 
“The ambiance is really romantic and [it] is a 
favorite way to spend date night.” 

Of course, one of the main reasons why this 
place is so loved is the food. Their menu is full 
of delicious Cuban dishes. From appetizers 
to main courses to delectable desserts, they 
have it all. What makes it even better is that 
everything is available at an affordable price. 
Most of their dishes range between $10–$25, 
allowing customers to affordably dive into 
wonderful Latin flavor. 

“I moved to Florida for college, so when I am 
missing home, this is one of the spots I like 
to hit,” said customer Kassandra Lopez. “I’ll 
usually order the ropa vieja because that’s one 
of my mom’s favorite dishes to make.”

Great food isn’t all this place has to offer. 
Situated along Atlantic Avenue, it is surrounded 
by the color and life of downtown Delray 
Beach. Shops, boutiques and an array of 
entertainment are all within walking distance. 
Cabana El Rey is in the perfect location to 
experience the culture of South Florida. 

“If we can, we like to sit outside,” said Diaz. “It’s 
beautiful to be able to listen to the music from 
the festivals they have or just people watch.”

Between the food and the overall atmosphere 
of downtown Delray, you cannot go wrong with 
choosing Cabana El Rey. Whether for a quick 
lunch or enjoying the bustling nightlife, a great 
time is guaranteed.

Stella Jean, the 
only black designer 
in Italy’s Fashion 
Chamber, quit Milan 
Fashion Week on Feb. 
8, 2023, because of 
a lack of support for 
diversity and inclusion.

In a press conference 
held by the Italian 
National Fashion Chamber, Jean announced 
she would not participate in Milan Fashion 
Week and that she will be starting a hunger 
strike. She also shared that five members of 
We Are Made in Italy (WAMI), a collective of 
designers of color, would not participate in 
Milan Fashion Week.

“I do not think quitting was the best thing to 
do,” said Vee Patel, a freshman. “She should 
have continued to participate so that she 
could bring at least some diversity.”

Fighting For Inclusivity in Fashion
Stella Jean Takes a Stand

By Onielia Wilson
Copy Editor

Jean stated that the Chamber backtracked on 
a promise to create a Blackboard to promote 
diversity and inclusion. She believes the 
Chamber significantly cut back on support for 
WAMI after she spoke about racial injustice 
in Italy during a runway show in September 
2022.

Italian Fashion Chamber President Carlo 
Capasa shared that he appreciates Jean 
and regrets that she and the five other WAMI 
members will not participate in Milan Fashion 
Week. He made it clear that the chamber 
would not retaliate against them.

Two other WAMI members will participate 
during the fashion week. Additionally, the 
Chamber has included a Black Carpet Award 
to recognize the achievements of minorities.

“Diversity and inclusivity are important 
because it allows for different ideas and ways 
of expression. It is not just about sharing 

your point of view but listening to others’ 
point of view as well,” said Toby Nwokedi, a 
sophomore.

Jean agrees that Italy’s designers of color 
deserve special recognition, but often, 
recognition initiatives are performative. She 
does not believe enough is being done to 
support diversity, but she is tired of fighting the 
same fight.

“The public can play 
a role in ensuring that 
fashion is inclusive 
and diverse,” said 
Emily Bosso, a junior. 
“One way we can 
create change is 
through social media. 
We can campaign, 
share stories and 
reach out to others.”Above: Stella Jean

showcasing her design.
Photo/ G. Cattermole.

Above: An inside look on the intimate atmosphere and romantic 
ambiance. Photo/Trip Advisor.
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Above: A list of Career Fair Week events. Flyer/Lynn University Career and Alumni Connections.

BE PREPARED TO LAND A JOB: 
dress professionally & bring copies of 
your resume! 

Students and Alumni can attend 
any career fair during the week 
regardless of their major 

LYNN 
UNIVERSITY 

March 2023 
10:30am -12:30pm 
Wold Performing Arts Center 

Monday, March 20th 
College of Aeronautics 

Tuesday, March 21st 
College of Business and Management 

Wednesday, March 22nd 
College of Arts and Sciences 

Thursday, March 23rd 
College of Communication and Design 
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